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"It's bigger, it’s more powerful, and it’s American-made.”
— Kathy Westby
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t was about 8 p.m. on a crisp October night when Willie
James, clad in black leather pants warmed up his
Harley-Davidson motorcycle for the short trip home. It
turned out to take longer than he expected: while driving
down Lakeway Drive he swerved to avoid hitting a dog,
spun 180 degrees and flipped over.
As James lay stunned at the side of the road, his battered
bike on the ground a few yards away, traffic swept past him.
No one stopped.
Eventually, he was able to sit up.
I was laying there watching them go by for a long time,''
he said. ''It was pretty weird."
After about a half hour, James managed to stand, pick up
his bike and ride slowly home. Then he was taken to the
hospital and treated for a broken tailbone.
Now, James wonders whether passing motorists were
unable to see him lying at the roadside in the dark, or if they
did see him—next to a Harley, wearing leather—and just
kept driving.
A small man sporting a ponytail that falls down the center
of his back, James owns the V-Twin Supermarket, a HarleyDavidson specialty shop In Fairhaven. In his 17 years riding
"hogs," as the big, American-made bikes are affectionately
termed by their owners, he says he has come to accept the
fact that Harley riders often are alone if trouble strikes on
the road.
"It's pretty common not to get help, especially if your
bike breaks down on the highway. People won't stop for
you unless they're involved in bikes," he said. "It's just part
of the deal riding a bike."

I

Harley-Davidson: the ominous bike that roared under
Marlon Brando in "The Wild One," and the main mode of
transportation for the infamous Hell's Angels band. The
bike that comes complete with a growling engine and a
reputation for trouble. Its riders claim this is a misguided
perception, developed from gangs of the '60s and rein
forced by the disruptive, bad-guy television Image. Bikers
generally are avoided by the public.
But there is something the public does not perceive.
Many of these men and women who ride know they can
depend on one another for more than just bike parts. An
unspoken understanding and acceptance exists between
many riders, a warmth cultivated by chance meetings on
the road.
"I don't know how the hell you'd put it into words,"
James said. "It's like a brotherhood; you'd do anything for
your friends."
On an afternoon prior to his accident, which left him
unable to work for three weeks, James discussed biking at
his shop. He was seated at his desk, surrounded by pieces of
twisted chrome metal—accessories for an army of bikes. A
lean, sinewy man, he has a face that can break into an
ear-to-ear grin, which it often does.
The phone rang and he answered it, cracking a smile
when he found the caller was someone he rides with. There
was deep laughter as the two shared a joke, then he was off
the phone, ready to talk.
James spoke of the trust that must develop between
riders before a friendship is cemented.
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'Mt's pretty common not to get help,
especially if your bike breaks down
on the highway. People won't stop
for you unless they're involved in
— Willie James
bikes."

Willie James.
''You don't just buy a Harley and ride into town/' he said.
"Sometimes it takes six months before anyone talks to you.
To really share my inner thoughts/' he added, "we have to
be really close friends."
But time doesn't guarantee everything. James took a
Polaroid snapshot out of his desk drawer. It showed a
young man with wild hair astride a red Harley, lighting up a
cigarette.
James tapped the picture, explaining that the man was a
federal agent. After spending two years in Bellingham, the
man was on close terms with a number of riders. Then, in
1985, he arrested 10 people James knew as customers,
members of the Bandido gang.
As a result of the arrests, trust is somewhat more difficult
to develop. James said a certain amount of paranoia In the
cyclist community developed in the wake of the bust.
Friends became more skeptical of one another.
Although the paranoia within the biking community has
been dying down, cyclists say that paranoia toward bikers,
on the part of the public, still is pervasive.
"If you're on a Harley, you're figured to be the anti
social, rebellious-type person," Mike Russa, another Har
ley owner, said at a Bellingham tavern. "When we do good,
no one remembers; when we do bad, no one forgets."
Russa, a Georgia-Pacific employee, has been riding
cycles since 1968, and frequently goes on "runs" (group
rides) with other riders from the area. He recalled a day
when he and a group of friends, all on Harleys, pulled in at a
highway rest stop.

"We had a couple in their 40s or 50s who saw us ride in a
group together. They were in a trailer and they take off," he
said. "They had to hitch up their trailer and she was still in
her slippers. They were out of there fast.
"It's just a bad attitude," he continued. "People see you
and think, Tve seen the movies. I know what they're like.'
They don't stop and take the time to find out about us.
These guys are supposed to be the low lifes»—he gestured
at the people around him—just ask them what their occu
pations are."
Harley owners in the Whatcom County area have
included police officers, contractors, photographers,
postmen, mechanics, store owners, and members of the
armed forces.
Most Harley owners are employed, said Russa, standing
in the bike-filled tavern parking lot after a run. They have to
be to afford their bikes. He pointed out an immaculately
painted Harley touring machine.
"That motorcycle out there Is worth around $12,000," he
said. "How could they be unemployed?"
Kevin McCluskey, parts manager at Bellingham HarleyDavidson, agreed with Russa.
McCluskey, bearded and bespectacled, wearing a T-shirt
and jeans, spoke quietly in the office of the bike-filled shop.
He was thoughtful, choosing his words carefully.
"The biker image. There's a very small percentage of
people who exude the real "biker" image. I could only
think of one or two. That word has such a crummy
definition."
McCluskey, 31, has been riding for 16 years.
"Harleys have been a passion," he said with a smile. "One
day I took a ride on a friend's bike. I felt the power of It, the
vibrations. It was great. I never thought of myself as a biker,
though."
Captain Duane Schenck of the Bellingham Police
Department spoke in regards to cyclists in Bellingham.
Schenck has owned a Harley.
"I think it's a long-time image people have of bikers," he
said, referring to the image portrayed on television as the
biker being the anti-social, destructive element in society.
"Motorcycling has become so popular that a lot of the bad
image is starting to die down, though. I think If you put a
label on them, then you have a reputation to deal with."
In 1985,10 Whatcom County members of the Bandidos, a
nationally known bike gang, were arrested by the Bel
lingham Police and other government law enforcement
agencies for drugs, weapons and other charges. As a result,
few members of the gang remain in Bellingham.
"I don't really see them as a factor," Schenck said about
any gang members remaining in Bellingham. Presently, he
said, "we haven't had a whole lot of problems with bikers
around here. We never had any real confrontations."
Many riders, both state and nationwide, are making an
effort to overcome the negative image of "bikers." A
Brotherhood Against Totalitarian Enactments (ABATE), a
non-profit organization of cyclists Is one effort aimed at
improving the perception of motorcyclists and providing a
voice for their rights.

ABATE State Coordinator Pro-Tern Mark Bauer said the
organization holds benefit runs for local charities and gives
motorcycle education programs In schools. It also circu
lates petitions and organizes letter-writing campaigns
against legislation It finds discriminatory to motorcyclists.
Bauer estimates that ABATE has between 1,000 and 1,200
members in the state.
Last July, the ABATE state newsletter reported, the Grays
Harbor Cystic Fibrosis Poker Run raised $839.53. Among
other activities, an annual toy run organized near Christmas
in Olympia draws riders statewide.
ABATE also attempts to heighten public awareness of the
motorcycle through education, films, and signs advising
motorists to ''Share the Road.'"
Since 1982, Bauer said, ABATE has been trying to promote
the educational aspect of motorcycling In high school class
rooms and driver education classes.
"We try to change kids' views about riding bikes before
they get on the street," he said.
Bauer believes ABATE has been successful.
"We've done quite a bit. People thought we were just a
bunch of bikers. That's no longer the case. We do a lot of
community services. We're just like everybody else."
Although approaching cold weather has cut down the
frequency of runs, there are always riders for the ones that
are scheduled. One of the last larger rides of the season, the
annual "Oyster Run," (so named because It ends at Edison
Tavern, reputed by riders to have "the world's best oyster
cocktail), took place on a warm Sunday afternoon in
mid-October.
By 1 p.m. that day, the street stretching past the tiny
tavern in the rural town of Edison was a strip of gleaming
chrome and black leather. Nearly 200 bikes, mostly Harleys,
lined both sides of the narrow country street. An occasional
Japanese Import, dubbed a "riceburner" by unimpressed
Harley owners, could be seen in the lineup, but Harleys
were the reigning majority.
Men and women, almost all of whom wore some article
of black leather clothing, gathered Insidethe tavern,drink
ing beer and pop, greeting old friends and meeting new
riders. When the tavern became too full, the crowd flowed
out onto its front porch.
Between intermittent explosions of laughter from
smaller groups, an occasional shout went up from the din of
human voices to greet new riders, many of them couples,
who roared in on their bikes.
Rick and Kathy Westby were one such couple.
"I've been riding behind people for 15 years," Kathy said.
"I love looking at the scenery. It's just beautiful. You
couldn't see all that from a car."
Sitting at a table in the tavern, she shifted her glass of
Pepsi and smiled. Her leather jacket creaked. In the noise
created by bikes and humans, her soft voice was often
difficult to hear.
"This is a real close bunch of guys," she said, motioning
around the room. "Real close. So many people are down on
bikers, they have to stick together. People who don't know
'em don't trust 'em. There isn't enough good said about
them."

But why do they ride Harleys? What is the attraction?
"It's bigger, it's more powerful, and it's Americanmade," she said decisively.
"And, well," she giggled, "I guess they think they're a lot
more masculine."
Outside the tavern more noise erupted as yet another
group of riders thundered in. Susan Sparr and Katie King
stood on the porch, holding beers, watching the show.
Both had ridden to Edison that morning from Oak Harbor—
Sparr with her boyfriend. King with her husband.
"Everybody's like this," Sparr said. Around her, leatherclad riders laughed and jostled one another. "It's like a big
family. People get the wrong idea about us. We're not that
way."
Ron King, Katie's husband, stood nearby. A Navy man, he
has been riding bikesforlSyearsand has been on a number
of runs.
"There's a lot of people who are fascinated by us," he
said, which is somewhat surprising, considering the image
of the biker portrayed on television: the bad guy who rapes
and pillages.
"(Television producers) exploit us like animals. They're
afraid of anythingthey don't understand. I justthinkthey're
ignorant."
A tall, long-haired man wearing a leather top hat stood
next to King, listening. A Harley-Davidson T-shirt stretched
over his stomach. He introduced himself as Smokey.
"Everyone saw me with my chopper," he said, "and my
kids couldn't get on the bus without trouble. If my kids

Kevin McCluskey.

“One day I took a ride on a friend's
bike. I felt the power of it, the vib
rations. It was great. I never thought
of myself as a biker, though."
_______— Kevin McCluskey
MIKE GWYNN

don't wear alligators, everyone figures they must be Ston
ers." He shook his head disgustedly.
Someone outside dropped a beer bottle. At the sound of
shattering glass, the crowd grew quiet. Then, as if on cue,
the sound of ''Oooooooooh" went up from the gathering.
Laughing as the owner of the bottle went to clear it away,
the bikers then resumed their conversations. King talked
about the group rides. He wore commemorative pins from
some of the bigger ones.
''We all get along; we like to party together. It's a brother
hood," he said. He stressed that riders try to keep a degree
of order at parties.
"We always police our own group," he said. "At the
Spring Opener (one of the first big rides last year) we had no
fights. We also had our own sergeant at arms; and when
you're on duty, you don't drink. If he sees a problem, he'd
say, 'There ain't no need for this, brother fighting brother.'
Smokey nodded. "It's kind of hard to say no to that."
During organized rides, riders help each other should
problems arise, especially with bikes. Trucks owners volun
teer to drive over the designated route of the run to pick up
any downed riders or bikes with engine trouble.
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On this run, Dave Kristofferson and a small, sprightly
woman, who wanted to be known as "Quarter Pint," drove
their truck over the course before ending up at Edison
Tavern.
"Anyone that breaks down, we'll pick 'em up," Quarter
Pint bubbled. She wore a constant smile, and spoke boldly,
in contrast to the more reserved Kristofferson. ___
"It makes a guy feel a lot safer when there's someone out
there to pick them up," he said. "We all believe in
protection."
Quarter Pint said they don't have a bike yet, but when
they do "someone will be there to pick us up," Kristoffer
son said. "We're friends that believe in helping each
other."
The two looked at each other and smiled.
"When you think of a biker," Quarter Pint said, "you
think of someone dirty, scroungy and rebellious. We're not
like that, though. It's like a family. If we see someone
hurting, we try to help them."
Kristofferson nodded.
It's just a brotherhood," he said. "A brotherhood of
love."
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Richard Hill warms up with a high punch.

Sennholz was born in Kwangju, South Korea. Although
his name is German (he took his stepfather's name when he
was 11) his Korean blood is apparent at a glance: jet-black
hair, golden skin and dark eyes that often twinkle with
humor.
He's practiced Tae Kwon Do since he was eight, when his
mother enrolled him in a class a year before she and her
family moved to the United States. ''She was afraid I'd get
beat up by big American boys," he recalled with a grin.
Sennholz, 26, has studied Tae Kwon Do for 18 years and
taught it for eight. Acquiring the rank of fourth degree
black belt (there are 10 degrees) has earned him the title Sa
Bom Nim (Master), which is how his students address him
when they aren't calling him "sir."
He opened his do jang (studio), Olympic Tae Kwon Do, at
the corner of Ellis and Lakeway streets in September 1985.
Presently, he has about 80 pupils, whose ages range from
five to 60.
His school belongs to the World Tae Kwon Do Federa
tion, an organization that boasts 30 million members in 110
countries. In the United States, Tae Kwon Do is extremely
popular.
"Fitness Is probably the major reason people join," Senn
holz said. "The second biggest Is self-defense."
Ron Schultz began taking Tae Kwon Do at Centralia Col
lege six years ago for the former reason. "I found that if I sat
around, I got spare tires," he said. "At 28, I'm in better
shape than I was at 21." He punctuates the statement by
patting his slim waist. Schultz has studied with Sennholz
since 1983, and received his black belt from him last Mav.
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jo Taber, 32, was drawn to the self-defense aspect of the
It makes me feel like I can stand up for myself—but
discovered other benefits as well, namely, the improved
physical fitness the strenuous workouts provide, and a
sense of confidence in herself that spilled over into her life
outside the do jang.
"I feel stronger about myself and my capabilities to fol
low through on anything I might choose to do," she said.
"I'm more accepting of myself and I'm more accepting of
others."
Taber has studied Tae Kwon Do with Sennholz for seven
months, and now holds a yellow belt with a green stripe, the
second In a ranking system of seven belts. Beginners wear
white belts; from there they progress to yellow, green,
blue, brown, red and finally black.
Acquiring a black belt is notthe finish line, however—it's
more like starting over, Sennholz said. The student is once
more considered a beginner by those of higher rank. As
there are ten degrees to a black belt, each requiring a
difficult promotion test and progressively harder techniques,a person could spend a lifetimestudyingtheartand
not learn everything.
As a fourth-degree black belt, Sennholz must not only be
able to execute all his movements perfectly, but also is
expected to promote Tae Kwon Do through tournaments,
demonstrations and other ways of "spreading the word.
You're measured not only in terms of technique, but atti
tude: what you do to promote the art."
Promoting the art also can take the form of opening a
new school. Two of Sennholz' students, jerry Weible and
Hazly Katsikapes, received their black belts this year. Both
have opened their own do jangs, Weible in Puyallup and
Katsikapes in Hadlock.
Each belt prior to black requires two promotion tests:
one for the belt itself, and another to acquire a stripe the
color of the next highest belt. A green stripe on a yellow
belt means the next time the student tests. It will be for his
green belt.
Every promotion test for higher rank requires that stu
dents know a series of progressively more difficult tech
niques. Tests can be intimidating affairs: usually, an
audience of up to 50 people crowds the do jang, and three
or more black belts, or dans, act as judges for the
performances.
To pass the test, the student is required to break an
inch-thick pine board with a kick or punch determined by

(''People can tell when
you're not scared/'

—Richard Hill

the instructor, demonstrate proficiency in two styles of
sparring, and execute a form—a sequence of movement of
attack and defense In a logical order.
The purpose of breaking the boards Is to demonstrate
proper focus and power—not just physical power, but
miental concentration as well," Sennholz said. If the tech
nique isn't done properly, the board won't break; if it is
done properly, it looks easy. The student's rank determines
which technique will be used. As the rank gets higher, the
breaking technique gets more difficult, and the number of
boards Increases. For example, a blue-belt student promot
ing to brown might be asked to break three boards with a
tricky spinning heel kick, and a red-belt student promoting
to black might have to shatter three two-Inch-thick cement
blocks with a knife-hand chop.
The second requirement of the test, three-step sparring.

is the first type of sparring the student is asked to demon
strate. The purpose is ^^to show balance and different com
binations of techniques/' Sennholz said. No contact is
allowed; students simply advance on and retreat from one
another, doing three kicks in succession and concentrating
on making their movements flow smoothly.
The purpose is the same in free sparring, but here, con
tact is allowed, and each side attacks and defends at will.
''Free sparring is the practical application of all the tech
niques you've learned," Sennholz said. "Each offensive
movement (of your opponent) inspires a defensive
movement."
Forms are "patterned movements used to teach tech
niques at various levels," Sennholz explained. Each con
tains techniques learned in Tae Kwon Do, such as blocks,
kicks and punches. Not only do forms help the student
perfect these, but they also aid in the develop ment of
proper breathing, agility, coordination, strength (particu
larly of the legs) and timing.
Every movement used in Tae Kwon Do is present in the
forms, Sennholz explained. "They're the root of the art."
Sennholz estimates that it takes about three years to
attain a black belt in his school. This includes regular (three
or four times a week) attendance on the student's part, and
testing for higher rank every couple of months.
Promotion tests occur monthly, and the instructor's per
mission is required, Sennholz selecting those students he

“Occasionally, people get injured,
but the injuries are less than many
other contact sports. The worst
probably, has been a broken nose.”
Richard Sennholz
feels are ready to test. It often takes more than one or two
months to learn the techniques and forms required for the
higher rank.
At Sennholz' school, students practice forms regularly
and spar about three times a week.
Today, Sennholz has decided some sparring is in order,
so he says, "Get your hogoos on."
A hogoo is a chest protector made of sturdy vinyl and
dense foam. When free sparring, everybody wears one, as
well as pads to cover the lower legs and feet. Some students
wear pads on forearms and hands, but these aren't as
important, since the main focus is on kicks.
The students return from the back room with the chest
protectors and form a long, single-file line, each person
tying the hogoo of the person before him. When everyone
is finished, they sit along the walls according to rank, the
lower belts nearer the doyangdoor. Sennholz calls two up.
"Face me," he says, "/cung nae (bow)!"
The students obey. "Face each other. . . kung nae!’^
They dip quick bows to one another.
"Free fighting stance—left leg forward!"
The students assume the stance, one fist held protectively
before their faces, the other guarding the chest. When they
are ready to begin, they signal to Sennholz with a ki-hap, or
yell. He gives the command to begin.

"5h/-yoc/c!"
The two start circling each other, looking for an opening,
a lapse in the other's guard. Sennholz moves with them,
watching every motion, keeping up a constant barrage of
rapid-fire advice and encouragement.
"Keep your hands up . . . block! Counter! Hands up!
Good sidekick . . . roundhouse kick! Throw a roundhouse
kick! . . . GeumanV
The last command—stop—brings the students to a halt
and back to their positions in the center. The round has
lasted about two minutes. Once again, they bow to each
other and to Sennholz, and then shake hands, smiling and
exchanging thank yous.
While bruises are common In sparring, serious injuries
are not. Sennholz emphasizes to his students the impor
tance of exercising control (not kicking or punching with
full strength) while sparring; the hogoos absorb a lot of
impact, but not all kicks and punches land squarely in
protected areas.
"Occasionally, people get injured," Sennholz admitted,
"but the Injuries are less than many other contact sports.
The worst, probably, has been a broken nose."
He described the incident, which took place at a tourna
ment. One of his green-belt students, asked to demonstrate
a spinning heel kick on another student (the kick was sup
posed to appear to strike the person) miscalculated and hit
the student on his nose, breaking It.
However, a person is much more likely to pull a muscle
than break a bone; and even pulled muscles are relatively
uncommon, thanks to 25 minutes of stretching before each
class. Sennholz, or one of his senior students, leads a 20mlnute session of varied exercises that start at the neck and
go down to the toes. After this, students pair off and help
one another stretch further.
Stretching in pairs Is meant not only to limber the muscles
for class, but also to help increase the height at which a
student can kick. One person leans on the wall, while their
partner lifts their leg as high as possible. This is repeated
with both legs, in two different positions that stretch mainly
the muscles at the back of the legs, and the thigh and groin
muscles.
"The workout can be strenuous, and muscles have to be
prepared for that activity," Sennholz said.
Strenuous or not, the students keep coming back. "I like
the workout; It keeps me in shape," said Stacy Davis, 23,
who holds a blue belt. Davis, who has studied Tae Kwon Do
with Sennholz since his Bellingham studio opened, has
benefitted in another area: self-confidence. "I used to be
pretty shy," she said, smiling.
Richard Hill, a 24-year-old red-belt student less than a
year away from his black belt, agreed with Davis. "It gives
you peace of mind and confidence. . . perseverance. Once
you have physical perseverance, you can apply It to some
thing else."
Hill has studied Tae Kwon Do with Sennholz for six years,
and now is teaching the Tae Kwon Do Club, an informal
instruction session held at Western and open to anyone.
Theartalso comes in handy, hesaid, "If someone's trying
to intimidate you.
"People can tell when you're not scared."
ae Kwon Do is not a team sport, and the speed at
which a student progresses through the ranks Is
dependent on how much time and effort they feel
like devoting to It. "It's Individualized and self-paced," Ron
Schultz said. Hill agreed. "You work at your own individual
pace instead of having to keep up with the rest of the

T
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Free sparring: Jim jorissen throws a roundhouse kick at
Dennis Weston.

team/' The emphasis is on self-discipline, not competition.
Emphasizing competition, Sennholz believes, moves the
art ''further away from the original intent," that of disci
pline and self-perfection. Sennholz' approach to teaching
Tae Kwon Do draws from the traditional method, where
competition is secondary and "defeating your own past
inadequacies" is the student's chief goal.
Rather than focusing on self-defense techniques and
sparring, Sennholz helps his students perfect their kicks,
blocks and punches with rigorous drills. Once a person
knows the techniques well, he said, they can effectively be
used for self-defense on the street should such a situation
arise.
Class is nearly over. Sennholz glances at the clock. "Take
off your pads," he says. Everyone turns to their neighbor
and helps them untie their hogoos before bending to
remove leg protectors. Sennholz walks to the front of the
room.
"Line up!"
His students hurry to obey.
Only a glimmer of a smile can be seen In the instructor's
eyes as he looks around the room, then pronounces the
dread words:
"On your backs!"
Only a muffled groan can be heard as everyone drops to
the floor.
"Situps! Everyone—count 10 each!"
With 12 people in the room, that's a lot of situps. When
they climb to their feet, the air is heavy with the smell of
sweat.
They bow to the Korean flag, then to their teacher, smil
ing back at him as he returns the courtesy. "Cam sa ham ne
da (thank you)," he says.
"See you tomorrow."
E
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Martin
By Clay
Brian-Alien Young and Garth Parker take time out.
n the control area of the
three-room recording studio,
Chris Lambert fine tunes a few
of the myriad knobs spread
before him on the mixing board,
and Brian-Alien Young sits with
an unfocused stare as if hypno
tized by the music flowing into
the room from the two wallmounted speakers.
Through the control room door
Garth Parker is seen in the adja
cent sound room, bundled up in a
bulky ski coat and knit winter hat.
A black bass guitar is strapped
across his shoulders. His head
sways in concentration as he tries
to play along perfectly with the
drum track being piped in
through his headphones.
The studio is unheated, but
Parker doesn't seem to mind. It is
one of the sacrifices he and
Young have made to reach their
goal: laying down the songs in

I

their self-built, Mt. Vernon studio
they hope will earn them a
recording contract with a major
record label.
Young, 25, and Parker, 20, call
their two-man band Mna Mna,
derived from the chorus of a
Sesame Street song.
It began as a two-man endea
vor: Parker and Young planned
on producing the music as well as
playing it. That was before they
met Lambert, who has six years of
experience in sound production.
Originally, Young said, he and
Parker had wanted only two peo
ple in the band 'To eliminate any
ego problems or personality con
flicts." But, Young now admits
that "without Chris, we wouldn't
have half the sound quality we're
getting now. Now it's basically a
team effort. We don't make any
musical decisions without Chris'
help. Without him, we'd be pul
ling our hair out."
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room to warm his hands. ''We've
been working on this bass-linefor
three days/' he said. "It gets
pretty monotonous, but we really
enjoy it, just like a painter isn't
going to mind painting the same
tree for three days."
He goes back to the sound
room to try the bass line for the
umpteenth time. Young sits,
waits, and listens like an expec
tant father at the hospital.
As the irresistably rhythmic
pounding of the bass line fills the
room once more. Young again
starts to analyze every note, tone
and accent his partner is creating.
He and Lambert scrutinize each
take, often redoing parts because
of imperfections the average lis
tener wouldn't notice In 100
repetitions.
"If something is just OK, nine
times out of ten we don't use it,"
Parker explained. "We have to
have something that really makes
our zinger go zang."
Parker and Young have split the
expenses for more than $20,000
worth of studio equipment. "I've
depleted everything I own to buy
this shit," Young says, gesturing
around the control room.
"We've planned on living poor
for a while, because we decided
to go all out and get good equip
ment. We are very in debt right
now."
Somewhere into the third hour
of the session, Parker sets down
his bass and bounces back Into
the control room with an optimis
tic, how-did-it-sound look of
expectation.
Young listens to the entire song
one more time and pronounces
the verdict: "Yeah, it blends, it
works, you got it!"
xiting the quiet streets of
Mt. Vernon, ascending the
dimly lit stairway, going
down the dusty corridor of the
decrepit building and entering
the studio, it is as though one had
stumbled upon an anachronism
in the sleepy, rural town.
The studio shows signs of hav
ing been built on a tight budget: a
broken window on the sound
room door; clashing, multi
colored carpet on the sound
room walls; the surrounding
building itself, which had been
vacant for the past 14 years.
But inside the control room, as
the distinctively modern music
pours from the speakers, and on
the mixing board, hundreds of
tiny lights jump and flair with
every beat, it is easy to forget one
is in the center of a small town in
the Skagit Valley.
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On a warmer night in the studio, Parker and Young discuss
their musical project with the
eagerness of children describing
their first day at school. Each is
anxious to tell his part of the story,
but careful to not interrupt the
other.
Parker, who's played guitar for
12 years, also plays bass and key
boards for the band, and provides
occasional background vocals.
He is wearing a white tank top,
lime-green cardigan, and olive
Bermuda shorts that look as
though he could fit two of his
skinny white legs into each open
ing. Three earrings dangle from
his left ear, and a wooden bead
necklace hangs over his chest.
He explains his working rela
tionship with Young is "based
primarily on friendship." He then
mocks his own statement in a

voice of exaggerated kindness,
"Yeah, and I like animals and
flowers and shit like that."
Although he and Young cite
Bourgeois Tagg, Peter Gabriel
and Simple Minds as influences
on their music, they have trouble
categorizing it. "Although guitaroriented," says Young, "it's not
rock 'n' roll, it's not top 40, it's not
new wave; it's really a fusion of a
lot of styles. What we're trying to
do is sound as produced as possi
ble without sounding too pol
ished and glittery."
Young performs all lead vocals
and percussion. His single earring
dangles as low as his shoulderlength hair. When he speaks, his
unImposing voice seems some
how unrelated to his black curly
hair, black clothing and black
stubble covering his chin.
He and Parker co-write both

music and lyrics, which cover a
broad range of topics, with one
notable exception.
'We've decided not to do
songs about girls," Parker states
decisively. "We'll let Journey take
care of that."
Young agrees. "Our songs are
basically observations on people
and their lives without being
about love and baby-baby."
Parker and Young met in the
Tri-Cities area in 1981, and have
played together in and around
the state ever since. Parker was
attending Mt. Hood Community
College and working in a Portland
record store when he decided to
move to Mt. Vernon and dedicate
himself to he and Young's musical
endeavor.
Young was already living in Mt.
Vernon, where he moved

"because I found a job which can
support my musical habit."
They decided to build the stu
dio in Mt. Vernon, Young said,
because "it's very laid back here,
and that's what we need. We
wanted to be able to dedicate all
of our attention to the music
without outside distraction, and
Mt. Vernon is perfect for this."
Parker agreed. "I love what
we're doing here," he said, "but
we might move to a more popu
lated area to gain a following if
that's what it takes. You can't live
in Mt. Vernon all your life and
expect to go anywhere."
Lambert, who looks more like a
computer hack than a sound man,
with his Levis, weathered jogging
shoes, and Beaver Cleaver hair
cut, was a sound man in Los
Angeles and Las Vegas. He and his

wife, Jackie, decided to move to a
more sedate location. He de
scribes how they wound up in Mt.
Vernon. ‘'We were heading
north, nowhere in particular, and
it got too goddamn cold, so here
we be.^'
Now, in addition to their day-

Tve waited a long time for a
situation like thisto come along,''
Lambert said. "There is nothing I
would rather do."
Young says, "Chris is the inter
preter between our musical ideas
and our equipment, because he is
basically taking our ideas and put-

something is just OK, nine times out of
ten we don't use it. We have to have
something that really makes our zinger go
zang."
— Garth Parker

T
time jobs, the Lamberts work with
Parker and Young every night in
the studio, Chris as sound techni
cian and Jackie as production
assistant.

T
on tape the way we

ting them
want to hear them."
Hopefully, those ideas will
enable Parker and Young to keep
doing what they love best.

Mna Mna burns the competition.

"Besides having fresh vegeta
bles on my plate every night,"
Parker says, "I want to make a liv
ing making music. I could proba
bly make a living playing in bars,
but I'd rather do something on a
little larger scale."
Young nods. "We both have
played bars, packed our equip
ment around to scummy places
filled with smoke and packed
with a bunch of jerks who don't
even care about what's happen
ing. There's just no record people
sitting around bars in the
Northwest. You have to hit them
over the head with your own
club."
To help pay their debts, both
work full-time jobs. Young, who
lives with his wife and twomonth-old son, works during the
day as an electrical contractor. "I
wire houses and commercial
buildings, and crawl in attics and
under floors, and get shocked a
lot," he says.
Parker works the graveyard
shift at a Mt. Vernon motel, which
"Is good because I can practice
my guitar for about three hours
per night at work."
This leaves them about five
hours each night, between their
respective jobs, to spend in the
studio perfecting their musical
product.
Nowthey have been working in
the studio for about two months,
have completed one song, and
are working on a second.
"We're being very meticulous,"
Parker said. "We expect to have a
promo package together by the
end of December with three to
five songs. Brian has connections
with record company people in
Seattle and L.A.—he's Mr. Con
tact Guy." He continued, laugh
ing, "About all I could do istake it
to my dad and have him play It for
his computer programming bud
dies at work."
Parker and Young have such
confidence in their music that
they are reluctant to discuss the
possibility of record companies
not being interested.
They will be interested," Parker
said, "and If they're not, we'll just
keep doing what we're doing,
because to just give it one shot
isn't enough. Each tape is just
going to get better and better. . .
so we've got to keep pushing."j_
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ome people let
laundry gather for
weeks on end. They
absorb the sight
wrinkled clothing tossed
around on the floor, then
throw on another piece!
of rotten underwear,
adding a peak to the
towering mass of clothes.
Eventually, they pray for
their clothes to disappear.'
Are you like this?
If so, it's time you camel
to grips with the soiled
articles constructing a
fortress in your closet. It's
time for war, or thel
laundromat.
Laundry is hell.
Bellingham weather
was created for the
laundry battlefield. A
gray, ominous sky that!
threatens rain but never
delivers is an ideal setting
in which to declarel
Rinse-Cycle war.
Stop putting it off.
Your laundry engages in
chemical warfare while!
you decide what to do
about it. Bellingham
offers a variety of slick
(and not-so-slick) laun
dries that wash, rinse,]
and spin your clothes to
laundry peace. Some
have special features like
a post office, while others
offer every living con
venience except over
night accomodations.
At Sunshine Cleaners
in the Bellingham Mall,
everyone looks as if an
apocalypse is on the way!
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By Bill Freeberg
of

and they're resigned to
the fact that they might
not perish in clean
clothing.
But even though the
patrons are reserved, the
laundromat itself invites
staying overnight in com
fort. The location is

■
"There go the whites;
gettin' whiter. There go
the coloreds; gettin'
brighter. There go the
delicates; through the
final rinse. There goes
my Saturday night; I go
without a fight.^^
The Pretenders,
"Watching the Clothes"

A video arcade is at
tached likeatumortothe
back of the building.
Loud teenagers plug
away at assorted, aged
arcade attractions. Vend
ing machines are depos
ited in a corner like land
mines
waiting
for
change-laden fools to
stumble into them.
Sunshine's puke-green
and beige plastic chairs
are form-fitting and hard.
Old Time magazines are

■

piled on mini-tables.
Time magazine popu
lates nearly every drycleaning facility In Bel
lingham, but no issue is
ever recent.
The Fred Meyer Sun
shine Cleaners Isn't
much different. Front
loading Maytags, a full
time attendant, dirty
brown carpet (a must for
all laundries), and pic
tures depicting matronly
women beside their oldfashioned washers.
This laundromat was
even equipped with a
screaming child who
relentlessly begged his
mother to purchase
candy from a vending
machine. No luck.
Sunshine is also the
|only outfit that has free
[religious flyers. The
pamphlets ask you what
awful sins you've com
mitted, and you ask your
self if it wouldn't be bet
ter to ask for salvation
during the spin cycle.
You can send your name
and address, and they'll
send you junk-mail from
iJesus.
The Cleaning Nook on
lAlabama & Yew Streets
doesn't have any video
games, and only one
Pepsi machine. It does
have a post office, but
how will that help you
pass the time while the
clothes go round? The
same tacky, plastic chairs
are offered for your

relaxation, and Time
magazines litter the
tables. A sign reads:
''Use Equipment at
Your Own Risk.''
At your own risk? What
can a front-loading May
tag do? Eat you alive?
Twist your guts around?
Fire you like a missile into
a dryer?
The Bellingham Clean
ing Center on Lakeway
Drive boasts Maytags,
nice dryers, a single
video game, laundry aids,
and vending machines.
Two junky kiddie rides
are deposited in the
middle of the entrance.
Inside, two bouncy
young women are fold
ing their clothes. They
have survived hand-tohand combat with filth
and stains, struggled
through the perils of the
wash cycle, gripped their
Snuggle fabric softener
through spin, and prayed
their clothes haven't
shrunk through rinse.
Their prayers have
been answered, the bat
tle well-fought, the
clothes spun into submis
sion.
Another soldier of for
tune in the rinse-cycle
war wanders in, dragging
what appears to be a
body bag. Actually, it
doesn't contain a corpse,
but a wad of underwear,
socks, shirts and pants.
He mixes his whites
together, plu gs the
machine with 75 cents
and dumps in half a box
of generic detergent. No
brand name is good
enough for him to
achieve dazzling whites,
but then, using generic
detergent Instead of Tide
is like choosing a ba
zooka over a BB gun dur
ing wartime.
An athletic-looking
guy with a four-day
beard also is doing
laundry, as well as a man
In his 30s.
The older man exam
ines every piece of

'V/.
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equipment at Sunshine
as he half-watches three
garments flip in the win
dow of a dryer.
He examines every
woman in the place as
though staring would
reveal to him their deep
est laundry secrets.
An evening at the Fairhaven Laundry on 12th is
quite a pleasant expe
rience. It has one Pepsi
machine, no videos, and,
best of all, no screaming
kids. A peacetime
atmosphere pervades the
place: even the giantcapacity washers seem
passive.
At the Cornwall
Laundry on Cornwall
Avenue, however, one is
reminded of a war-zone.
Cigarette butts litter the
floor like wasted artillery
shells. A stench remi
niscent of mustard gas
assaults you as you walk
in, and it clings to your

clothing after you've
departed.
The old neon sign atop
the building looks as
bedraggled as an enemy
flag torn and trampled in
the heat of battle.
Faded yellow paint,
violated by graffiti, cov
ers the walls, and the
tiled floor makes crack
ling noises as you walk
across. The windows are
slicked with streaks of
white sludge. The plastic
seats along the wall
appear to be laboratories
for growing new forms of
mold. There are only
three, so you can't be
picky.
The Cornwall Laundry
is open 24 hours a day,
but nobody seems to visit
the place. Jehovah's Wit
nesses used to leave
copies of "The Watchtower," but even they
have stopped coming.

A load of wash costs 50
cents. Worth it? Doubt
ful. The washers and dry
ers are surrendering to
disrepair, and none too
soon. A "For Sale" sign
has been plastered on
the door. If you've ever
wanted a laundry, here's
your chance.
It's your choice; these
are some of Bellingham's
finest and worst. Leave
your message on the wall
at the Cornwall whileyou
wait for the spin cycle to
shred your fine washables. Play video games
at Sunshine. Relax during
the rinse cycle In Fairhaven, but don't read the
old Time magazines.
Laundry is something
we must do. Dirty clothes
don't disappear, no mat
ter how hard we pray for
them to.
Laundry is ugly.
Laundry is hideous.
Laundry is hell.
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JEFF
avid Engebretson, 18, has
fuchsia hair.
The Sehome High
School graduate was at the bus
terminal with his girlfriend this
October, shortly after getting his
hair dyed, when a man broke
away from a group of friends and
approached him, asking if he
could sit down.
After doing so, the man began
implying that Engebretson had a
problem with his sexuality. Before
Engebretson could react, the man
hit him in the face and ran off.
Engebretson had to go to the
hospital, where he was treated for
an injured nose. The man who
assaulted him was never found.
Lynn Merrill-Rae, 18, is a West
ern freshman who got her high
school diploma from Whatcom
Community College lastyear. She
began school last year at Bel
lingham High School, but experi
enced so much physical and ver
bal abuse there, she transferred to
Whatcom.
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KEELING
Merrill-Rae dresses differently
than most students, and she also Is
black. She described some of the
abuse she faced at Bellingham.
''When I walked down the hall,
people would take their lunches
out of their lockers and throw
food at me.''
She also said food was thrown
at her in the cafeteria, and she was
called a "fucking nigger," or
words to that effect, a number of
times.
Steve Kucera is a Sehome
freshman, whose naturally lightbrown hair is presently a menac
ing arrangement of jet-black
spikes. He explained that lastyear
at Fairhaven Middle School, he
was told his hairstyle posed a
threat to other students' safety. To
remedy the hazard, he covered
the tips of the spikes with cotton
balls and erasers. When he got to
school, he was sent home for the
day.
Martin McClellan, 17, is a junior
at Sehome who also used to

attend Bellingham.
"I looked at Sehome and saw a
lot better school," McClellan
said. "I left becuse I really didn't
like the attitude (at Bellingham),
and I had more friends at
Sehome."
McClellan's appearance also is
different from that of the average
high schooler. His reddish-brown
hair hangs over his face and
shoulders, hiding typical teen
age features in the throes of ado
lescence. When he tosses it back,
earrings sparkle in both ears. A
T-shirt proclaiming some obscure
thrasher band is partially hidden
by a black suede fringe jacket.
Tight black leather pants stretch
over his long legs, and often a
Camel protrudes from between
his long fingers. Guitar-playing
fingers.
Though his appearance doesn't
necessarily invite confrontation,
McClellan, as well as Merrill-Rae,
Engebretson, and a number of
other students with different hair

i

and dress styles, have for the last
couple of years undergone harrassment from other groups of
students at both Sehome and
Bellingham.
The appearances of these
''alternative'" students (as McClel
lan refers to them) seem to invite
verbal abuse from less tolerant
students, which at times has
reached the physical point.
Last year, about 10 "alterna
tive" students transferred from
Bellingham to Sehome in search
of a more tolerant environment.
McClellan said the tension at
Bellingham had been buildingfor
a couple of years, along with the
Increase in people choosing
alternative dress.
By the beginning of last school
year, McClellan said, alternative
students couldn't walk down
"jock hall" (where most of the
athletes have their lockers) with
out being verbally assaulted.
Much of this abuse took the form
of epithets Intended to convey
that the "wavers, as they are pop
ularly known, were homosexual.
McClellan recalled an incident
involving he and anathletewho
was one of the main instigators of
the trouble.
"Once, I was In the hall after
school playing my guitar, and I
happened to be in a bad mood.
(He) walked by and called me a
faggot, so I retaliated . . . and he
challenged me to a fight. There
were teachers all over the place,
and I told him so. So he said, 'Let's
take it outside,' but at that
moment a teacher who had been
standing behind him Intervened."
Most of the conflict didn't get
beyond the verbal stage, but
McClellan does remember a girl
friend being pushed down twice

while walking down "jock hall."
The puzzling thing about the
whole situation at Bellingham,
McClellan said, is that throughout
the time it was going on, the
school administrators and
teachers chose to act as if there
wasn't a problem.
For example, when Merrill-Rae
brought her complaints to the
attention of teachers, they
expressed disbelief and didn't
check into it.
"They acted like I was halluci
nating," she said.
Kirk Holz, 18, a Sehome senior,
spent three-and-a-half years at
Bellingham High before transfer
ring this year.
Holz, whose CPA is over 3.5,
hopes to attend The Evergreen
State College or Fairhaven Col
lege. He said, "I was lucky as far as
the teachers were concerned,
because I was the computer con
sultant for the business ed
department and got good grades,
so I had a good rapport with
them."
Many alternative students, he
said, experienced discrimination
by some faculty In the form of
lower grades.
Merrill-Rae had an experience
of this sort.
One teacher gave me Ds and Fs
on my papers just because he
didn't like me, and thought
because I was black I should have
an inferior intellect," she said.
Merrill-Rae's legal guardian is a
Western English professor, and
after her final paper was given a
D-, he went to the teacher and
proved none of her papers
deserved below a C. Eventually,
she got a much better grade, but
most students who are discrimi
nated agains^ lon't have parents

Jessie Marden displays a wide grin and wild hairstyle.
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willing or able to come in and plead their cases for them.
Ken Crawford teaches social studies at Bellingham. He
also coaches boys basketball, a position giving him an inside
view of the ''jock scene'" there. Despite his proximity to the
athletes, the alternative students seem to find him quite
accessible. McClellan visits him occasionally to participate
in a peace club Crawford started.
Without denying the problem's being an issue to those
involved, Crawford felt The Bellingham Herald contributed
to its becoming something it wasn't.
Last winter. The Herald ran two front-page stories dealing
with the conflict. One, written by Joan Connell and entitled
"New Wave rocks schools,'examined mostly the growing
concern among school officials and parents about the
hostilities.
The Connell article began by describing a banner hung in
front of Sehome one day that read "Kill the Faggots.''
Sehome principal Larry Young was quoted as saying,
"Students don't surrender their rights to free expression
when they enter the schoolhouse door.'' This was In
defense of the school's lack of a dress code, after parents
had asked him to solve the problem by simply instituting
one.
The current dress code allows students to wear what they
choose as long as it isn't disruptive to the educational pro
cess, the article reported.
Bellingham principal Larry Stephan was mentioned only
once in the story, when he was quoted as saying "'Kill the
Jocks' graffiti was painted on the school's external walls,
along with a symbol of anarchy (the letter A inside a
circle).''

''When I walked down the hall,
people
take

would
their

lunches

out

of their lockers
and throw food at me/'

nn Merrill-Rae
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This fall, from his office at Bellingham, Stephan said there
existed "probably four or five punkers'' at Bellingham last
year, and that "there really wasn't any problem.''
Young, whose school McClellan and Holz believe is
much more tolerant of alternative students, was "disturbed
by the intensity of the conflict between the two groups,''
but says the situation "is cooling off,'' The Herald reported.
The article concluded by quoting Young as saying,
"'We'll continue to dialogue with our students and make it
clear that there's no room for verbal or physical harrassment at school. We need to be pro-active instead of
reactive.'
"At Sehome, there's an intellectual endeavor,'' Holz said.
At Bellingham "an athlete can get away with a lot more than
someone else because a great amount of emphasis is placed
on athletics.
"Athletes don't necessarily get better grades, but they do
receive preferential treatment from the administration.''
He said this spring, during a school trip to Expo, some
students snuck into a beer garden and got plastered. The
athletes involved received on-campus suspension, while
the "skaters" (skateboarders) were suspended from school.
The situation didn't settle down immediately after Con
nell's article, however, as a disturbance occurred down
town on Cornwall Avenue the afternoon of Thursday, Feb.
27.
A front-page story in Friday's Herald reported hostilities
lasting about an hour and involving about 60 teens
occurred mainly between two groups, one of "fairly muscu
lar young men, all dressed nearly alike in T-shirts and blue
jeans, and another group of young men and women wear
ing unconventional clothes and sporting unconventional
haircuts."

"'Students don't surrender
their rights
to free expression
when they enter
the schoolhouse door."
— Larry Young
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''The muscular young men were doing most of the shov
ing/' the article continued. "They were also calling
members of the other group 'faggots/ 'homos/ and 'que
ers.'" The shovers identified themselves only as local high
school students.
Bellingham school district superintendent Lee Olsen
shrugged the incident off as an early bout of spring fever^
and was quoted as saying, "This is the kind of thing that has
been going on for years in the spring of the year."
Crawford felt the stories blew the problem out of
proportion.
"We had a small minority of harrassers/' Crawford said,
"and they didn't necessarily pick out just the punkers."
Most of this group (of harrassers) has graduated, he said,
and the few alternative students left at Bellingham don't
seem to have experienced much trouble this year.
Holz, however, said the few who remain at Bellingham
are afraid to dress the way they want to.
From his freshman year, Holz received abuse for looking
different. "They'd shove me Into lockers and call me a
faggot," he said.
The alternative students who left probably were glad to
escape the oppressive aura of the high school building
Itself. It has an Institutional appearance, and from the out
side looks as though it could be a soap factory.
Built In the late 1930s, Its three-story design makes for
high walls that seem to loom over one. Walls that look as if
they might have eyes. "They used to call it the prison,"
Crawford chuckled.
Hethinksthe building may have contributed to the diffi
culties faced by the alternative students, due to its
containment.
"It's very hard to be private or different in a physical
structure like that without being noticed," he said.
Crawford agrees with McClellan and Holz on why they
chose to change schools rather than attempt to reconcile
the situation at Bellingham. He believes they transferred
"because of a promise of a freer attitude at Sehome than
here." Part of this purported difference in attitude stems
from the simple fact that Sehome has a larger group of
students choosing to dress and act differently.
Architecturally, Crawford said, Sehome is much more
spread out, allowing groups to congregate with a semb
lance of privacy.
Concerning the alternative students in his classroom,
Crawford said "they were either very quiet and nonparticipatory, or the opposite extreme, willing to offer their
thoughts on everything."
Overall, he indicated that the alternative students seem
unfulfilled by the typical high school do-what-you're-told,
fill-the-mold, and don't-questlon-authorlty expectation.
"This is a statement to them," he said. "I think they're
probably a group of people who are saying, 'We're not
happy with the passive role that high schoolers are
expected to take', so they may be searching for something
to feel strongly about."
McClellan sits in his large upstairs room in his family's
Forest Street house, listening to music on a Wednesday
night. He is dressed quite casually, and only his hair and
earrings, along with a pair of black plastic nerd glasses, hint
at his being any different than a typical teenager.
The room itself is a typical highschooler's room in many
ways, featuring rather spartan furnishings, other than a
waterbed, and showing no signs of any effort to make it
appear presentable to anyone but its inhabitant. The floor is
cluttered with most of his other possessions: posters,
albums, clothes, musical equipment, a few dishes.
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A few things about the room set
it apart from most, however. One
is the inordinate number of books
present.
McClellan enjoys fantasy litera
ture, though he says he loves to
read almost anything, and cites
''Jonathan Livingston SeagulT'
author Richard Bach as one of his
favorites.
His music runs the gamut from
Led Zeppelin and Pink Floyd,
groups few would call punk, to
Violent Femmes and the Cure,
but seems to reject pop music
with a vengeance.
"At first I guess it was for atten
tion,'' McClellan said of his deci
sion to look different, "but now
it's just because I feel comfortable
this way."
He said he was "preppy" until a
few years ago, when he started
dressing a little more off-the-wall,
with skinny ties and wild shirts. He
went full bore into the anti
fashion scene when a friend cut
his hair into all sorts of wedges.
"It was really ugly at first, and
people said so, but once it started
growing out I liked It."
McClellan pinpointed fear of
homosexuality—homophobia—
as a root cause of the athletes
picking on his group.
"Some friends of mine deve
loped a theory about why the

jocks call us fags," he said. "It's
because we're always hanging out
with beautiful women, and
they're always hanging out with
themselves."
McClellan believes homopho
bia is rampant through all levels of
both high schools he has
attended. Some of his friends are
gay, and this seems to raise the
hackles of mainstream students.
Connell quoted Young as say
ing, "I'd be hard pressed to say
that there's no homosexuality at
school . . . But I know for a fact
that it's a narrow-minded point of
view to stereotype every New
Waver as a homosexual.'
Connell's article added "Local
clergymen also have consulted
with school officials about howto
deal with this new teen
subculture."
One of these local clergymen is
Martin's father. Don McClellan is
pastor of the First Congregational
Church, located about five blocks
out Cornwall from Bellingham
High.
Downstairs from Martin's room
is his tidy, spacious office, domi
nated by a computer and many
books. A sign reads, "Have you
hugged your computer today?"
Classical music is piped through
the stereo speakers: music to
think by.

He said in a meeting in which
area clergy discuss the scripture
lessons for the week, the subject
of the "Jock-Waver conflict"
came up.
Some members arranged a
meeting with school staff to ask
"whether they perceived there
was a problem."
"One of the schools indicated
they felt there was not a prob
lem," he said. "Another admitted
there was some tension, but that
steps were being taken to resolve
that."
The elder McClellan has his
own theory on the causes of the
tension.
"I think there are groups that
are looking for ways to identify
themselves, and one of the ways
they do that Is by comparing
themselves to other groups," he
said, and sometimes this compari
son becomes derogatory."
"From the clergy's perspec
tive," he continued, "we want to
assure ourselves that the students
have the right to express them
selves without fear of harrassment."
He cited the conventionality of
the Bellingham community as
making it "easy for people to
make comments and not be
challenged."
"I think sometimes we need to
remind people who aren't think
ing of their responsibility for
tolerance." m

NNA SIMON-COCKERHAM

(I. to r.) Meghan McCune, Steve Kucera^ Larry Hester, and Sea Carmean.
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By Donna Simon-Cockerham
and I watched a lot of old blackeing aesthetically attuned
and-white movies, Abbot-andto the environment, and
Costello type. So we decided to
quick enough to capture
visual images of It, are what Bel make our own 8mm thrillers. We
designed our own costumes and
lingham's David Scherrer says
sets. We even had a way of hang
have contributed to his success as
ing someone without actually
a commercial photographer.
hanging them," Scherrer laughs.
Dark, curly hair, blue eyes, and
His monster movies were a
the quick smile that often darts
launching pad to a serious career
across his lean face seem to belie
in photography that began five
Scherrer's age of 35. His spon
years ago at an aerospace com
taneous grin makes it easy to visu
pany in Seattle. He was photo
alize the scene he describes as his
graphing jet engines for Rocket
first photographic endeavor.
Research
ComMonster movies.
pany when he and his wife,
''I was 11 years old and we were
Wendy, decided to move to
living in Cambodia. I was an Army
Bellingham.
brat. My friend, Billie Gillespie,

B

David Scherrer in his Fairhaven studio.

Both had done their under
graduate work at Western. ''We
both really liked Bellingham,"
Scherrer says.
He received a formal education
in environmental sciences and
media production from Western.
Scherrer says it has been an Invalu
able asset in his attempt "to
become a competent artist. I was
doing some nature studies in
upstate New York when I heard
about Huxley. It had a good repu
tation, so I came out.
"Design concepts taught to me
by Bob Embrey and Marvin
Southcott (two Western profes
sors) are still etched in my mind.
The fundamentals: design,
motion, color, message. Con
densed, redefined and deve
loped into an Image."
Scherrer says everything in
photography is affected by these
basic concepts.
"I don't use them consciously
in my work, but they are an
underlying motivation. The con
tinuity of space and fluidity of
motion are Important in an image
like this."
He indicates a photo of a balle
rina posed on a wooden chair.
The chair was designed and built
by a Bellingham furniture crafts
man, one of Scherrer's clients.
Other clients have included
political candidates Al Swift and
Brock Adams. Recently, he shot
campaign brochures for both.
"People kinda laugh when I
tell them I shot Brock Adams.
They think that's really funny."
Seriously, Scherrer supports
local Democratic candidates by
giving them a 15-percent dis
count. He says he wouldn't turn
away business from a Republican,
but adds, laughing, "I wouldn't
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Turk in the Old Ulus section of Ankara, Turkey. David Scherrer, 1968.
give them a discount, either.
''First and primarily, I have to
have empathy to>A^ard a subject. I
have to like the person and the
message . . . feel involved.''
Scherrer doesn't turn away
many jobs, but has had some
bizarre requests. "The first year I
advertised in the Yellow Pages, I
had a call from a man with a
strong accent who wanted me to
photograph his brother's Swedish
funeral. I wasn't Interested."
Getting prospective clients
interested in his work was a chal
lenge in itself. The most difficult
part of attaining success, Scherrer
says, was "getting on the phone
and talking to strangers about my
work. Somehow, you have to get
them to trust you and listen to
you."
The worries don't end once you
get the job, though, Scherrer
stresses.
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"You can lose sleep at night
wondering if your photo fits their
prescription. A print is not reality,
it istwo-dimensional. You have to
take their simple object and put
together a beautiful Image."
Though putting together beau
tiful images on film Is his trade,
Scherrer still considers himself an
environmentalist.
"A lot of my aesthetics deal
with the environment. To tramp
around the woods with my
camera is therapy for me."
When he's not tramping in the
woods or shooting Democrats,
Scherrer photographs the work of
two local artists, Linda Kirtz and
Joan Willemain. "They need
slides of their folios to send to gal
leries that may potentially show
their work," he says.
Scherrer's own work has
appeared In galleries from Seattle
to Vancouver, B.C. He works with

Seattle Lightworks, a company
that coordinates exhibits for local
artists and photographers.
"We offer an alternative to
established galleries," Scherrer
says. Seattle has only so many, and
artists commonly wait a long time
before getting to show their
work.
Seattle Lightworks offers an
opportunity to exhibit art at par
ticipating Seattle businesses. "We
do all the P.R. work, hang the
exhibit, and do the opening. The
merchant just provides the
space," Scherrer says.
Seattle Lightworks exhibited
Scherrer's work at the GloverHayes bookstore in downtown
Seattle in 1979.
Exhibiting his work "for the
sake of promoting arts in Seattle,"
Scherrer says, got him good
reviews. "We (Seattle Lightworks)
were trying to be recognized as

something that was happening in
Seattle/'
In Fairhaven, Scherrer's small
studio is cluttered with profes
sional equipment and samples of
his work.
A German-made Hasselblad
camera sits atop a black tripod. A
four-by-five-foot piece of black
material, serving as a photo
graphic background, is attached
to the cement wall in front of the
camera. Cardboard boxes over
flow with mounted photographs
and product brochures.
Tacked randomly to the walls
are photographs: a color picture
of the neighbor girl who came vis
iting one day in her ballet tutu, an
image of an old gnarled tree in
Turkey, a political campaign bro
chure, a ''product shot" of several
wooden plant stands bearing
plants in ceramic pots.
Having a "home occupation" is
good for a photographer,
Scherrer says. "All you need is a
good space for a studio and a
place to put your gear. There's no
overhead, and you can write off a
lot of expenses on your taxes."
Scherrer leans across the arm of
his tan couch and presses a button

on the Technics cassette deck. He
speaks softly over the strains of
Beethoven's First Symphony.
"This was my best addition to my
darkroom. I wired it for sound."
Inside the darkroom, the odor
of chemicals permeates the air,
and the shelves are strewn with

“h lot of mv aesthetics
deal with the environment.
To tramp around the woods
with my camera is therapy
for me.''
— David Scherrer
various sizes of yellow Kodak
photographic-paper boxes. An
older model Beseler photo
enlarger, its focusing bellows still
silver, though no longer shiny, is
strategically placed amid enlarg
ing easels and metal negative
carriers.
Between his darkroom and his
studio, Scherrer doesn't have
much time for recreation, but

Chair design advertisement for local furniture craftsman.
David Scherrer, 1985.

how he uses his limited leisure
hours confirms his love of the
natural environment.
He races canoes across the
Northwest and Canada. Practic
ing on Lake Samish at 5:30 a.m.
gives him "the opportunity to get
out on a pristine morning, on a
clear lake. In a fast boat. I see
eagles, beavers, and other things I
could never see any other way."
Fly fishing is another passion.
Scherrer says a graduate professor
at the University of Oregon,
where he and his wife attended
graduate school, taught him the
art.
"It has a lot to do with photog
raphy. Anything that teaches you
patience and skill and timing,
especially patience. Is good train
ing. You have to know what is
happening without seeing it. You
have to know just when those fish
are coming up. A lot of photog
raphy Is good timing."
Lack of good timing is a fault
Scherrer attributes to many pho
tographers, himself included. The
tendency is to fall back on techni
cal excuses. "Wrong lens, wrong
lights. A lot of that is just plain
bullshit because my timing was
off," Scherrer says.
"There have been great origi
nal images that have come out of
equipment that Is In antiquated
shape. When you can do more
with less, then you're really
skilled."
Beethoven moves Into his
second symphony. In the house,
Wendy, now a grade-school
teacher at Bellingham Coopera
tive School, leads Benjamin, five,
and Peter, three—both with their
father's dark hair and bright
eyes—across the brown and blue
Oriental carpet toward their
bedroom.
They step over a partially built
red-and-blue Lego structure that
Pepper, their five-month-old
Springer spaniel, is scrutinizing.
"'Night, Papa," Peter chimes.
"Good night."
Scherrer laughs. "Benjamin, my
five-year-old, photographs. He
shoots a lot of abstracts.
"Photography is not reality, you
<now. It is a total abstract. The
/vorld is not black-and-white."
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And you tell me over and over
again my friend.
You don't believe we're on the
Eve of Destruction
— Eve of Destruction
By T.F. Sloan, 1965

MIKE GWYNN
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By Andy Perdue
candle flickers in the cen
ter of the basement meet
ing room. The two dozen
men sitting in a circle around the
candle seem to be in a fog
because of the haze of cigarette
smoke. Except for the glow of the
cigarettes, it is the only light in the
room.
Some wear T-shirts and jeans,
others dress shirts and slacks.
None looks any different than
anybody walking down the street,
but all have one common feature:
the look in their eyes. It's a vacant,
far-away, yet intense stare as each
gazes into the flickering candle.
Asingle bond brings the men to
this meeting. Each is a Vietnam
War veteran suffering from PostTraumatic Stress Disorder, or
delayed stress.
Delayed stress Is an emotional
disorder caused by war's trauma.
It can affect a veteran any time
after the actual fighting has
stopped, and can take the form of
nightmares or flashbacks caused
by seemingly unrelated events.
Crowds, helicopters, sudden
movements, fireworks and loud

A

noises can trigger in the veteran
an unwanted recollection of a war
fought long ago. Even life's every
day stresses, such as a flat tire or
critical comment, can trigger the
stress.
At the veterans' ''rap group,"
each man sits silent and motion
less, staring Into the candle. An
uneasiness rises In the air, joining
the thick cigarette smoke as the
eyes continue to stare. Behind the
eyes, the vets brood about the
war and the traumas it continues
to cause more than 10 years later.
Finally, one man speaks, slowly
at first, about what triggers his
stress. Maybe he heard a helicop
ter, or drove by a shooting range,
or went to Seattle to shop. It
caused him stress, and he can't
control it.
Suddenly, he shouts obsceni
ties at somebody In his mind,
where a battle long since over Is
being replayed. Fie relates how
he raped a woman in a village his
military unit plundered, how he
was cornered by the Viet Cong,
and how his buddy sitting next to
him in the jungle got blown away.

The other vets look at the floor
and slowly nod their heads. They
know what is happening.
This group of war veterans, like
many throughout the Northwest,
meets each week to talk about the
Vietnam experience.
"In order to have delayed
stress, you have to have a stresser
that is life-threatening and goes
beyond the normal range of
human experience," said Bruce
Webster, who leads rap groups
and counsels Olympic Peninsulaarea Vietnam veterans from his
Port Angeles office.
Such an experience happened
so quickly, Webster explained,
the mind was unable to take it all
in. "It just was happeningso fast—
so Intensively—your mind could
not compute it.
"And you're in a pure survival
mode at the time all of this
happens," Webster said. "You're
wondering, 'How am I going to
save my bacon? How am I going
to survive? How am I going to
work through this thing?"'
The experience is repressed
because it's so horrible. Each day.
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''You don't ever have to like it;
another experience is pushed
you don't ever have to agree with
down in the mind, hidden from
it; you don't ever have to want to
consciousness. And because the
do it again. But it's in your mind
normal '"tour'" in Vietnam lasted
and it's never going to leave, so
12 months (13 months for
ill you have to be able to live with
Marines), many, many experien
it," Grossman said.
ces were repressed.
Dan Kennedy has tried to live
""When you have one day after
with Vietnam, and his life has
another of all of these feelings of ill■
been nothing but personal
terror, you end up being afraid
catastrophes.
most of the time,'" Webster said.
Kennedy fought in Vietnam in
""So in the treatment, you have to
1968-69, but he had difficulties
get to that level of fear where you
before he ever got there: his par
can begin to re-enact that
ents were divorced, he never fin
moment of terror, experience it
ished high school and he was liv
and let it go. That"s the process
ing alone at age 17. He got in
used: defusing, desensitizing and
trouble with the police, and the
reprogramming."
judge gave him the choice of jail
Hayyim Grossman, a Bel
or the Army. He took the latter,
lingham veteran counselor and
and since then his life has been a
Vietnam veteran, agrees, and
series of blurred episodes.
adds he doesn't see an end to the
Kennedy looks bitter, confused
war for vets.
by what he has been dealt. His
""The experience in Vietnam
uncombed hair and beard mirror
can never be forgotten," Grossthe anger in his eyes. His orange
man said. ""You can't heal it
T-shirt reads, ""I survived Vietnam
because you can't change it. But
(so far . . .)," referring to Agent
what you can do is resolve the
Orange, a cancer-causing chemiguilt feelings and trauma about

and the children leave, he began
waving a knife in front of them.
He told his children about atroci
ties he had committed in Vietnam
and threatened to repeat the
atrocities upon them.
Kennedy also was drunk, and
finally passed out. His wife went
for help, and he was arrested and
jailed on charges of assault and
three counts of kidnapping.
Kennedy remembers nothing
of the incident.
""Apparently, I had a flash
back," he said.
On Jan. 3, he was acquitted by
reason of temporary insanity
related to delayed stress. He's liv
ing at home again and is trying to
start his life over at age 36.
""I feel I've been cheated out of
at least 19 years of my life because
of Vietnam," Kennedy said. ""Now
that I know what the problem is, I
hope to pick up the pieces. I feel
like I've had a real weird life, and I
don't know who I'm blaming, or if
I'm blaming anybody."
Nor does Judy blame him for

PTSD hasn’t allowed me to be the human being I was supposed to be. It hasn’t
allowed me to be close to friends and family. It hasn’t allowed me to live a sober
or drug-free life. It hasn’t allowed me to sleep like normal people. It hasn’t
Dan Kennedy
allowed me to have even one peaceful day.”
To resolve it, Grossman said the
vets must talk about the war until
its significance diminishes.
""That's called systematic
desensitization. The more you
talk about it, the less important it
becomes," he said.
Grossman, who served in Viet
nam in 1969-70, has never suf
fered from delayed stress. That,
he believes, can be accredited to
his age. Grossman was 35 when he
fought in Vietnam and was a
career military man.
""The age is the primary thing,"
he said. ""The average age (for
soldiers) was 19, and kids who are
19 have just gotten out of high
school. They don't have a value
system or moral code for them
selves; it's all what their parents
gave them.
""And everything they were
taught that was wrong ocfcurred
in Vietnam. It was in total contrast
to everything they had been
taught. They'd never had a
chance to experience life in an
adult fashion," he said.
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cal used to defoliate Vietnam dur
ing the war.
He is a nervous man who keeps
looking in different directions, as
if an enemy lurks nearby.
But the only enemy left is him.
""My recollections (of the war)
are pretty much a blur," Kennedy
said. ""My nightmares have
haunted me for 19 years. I don't
think I will ever be what people
call normal. Hopefully, I'll be able
to function normally and not have
these things interfere in my life as
much as they do. So far it has cost
me one marriage and may be cost
ing me another."
According to Jefferson County
Superior Court records, on May
12,1985, Kennedy drove his truck
into the side of his Port Townsend
home. He began hitting his
second wife, Judy, and overturn
ing furniture. He ripped the
phone from the wall to prevent
her from calling for help. He
woke two of his three children
and threatened to kill them.
When his wife pleaded to let her

the trauma he has caused her
family.
""The kids and I pray every day
that God will heal him," she said.
Judy also is in a rap group, this
one for spouses of Vietnam
veterans.
""It's helped me realize that a lot
of the problems are related to
Vietnam. He was never relaxed.
All the time we've been married
(10 years) he has never been able
to wind down."
Kennedy is thankful for his
wife. She understands his prob
lems and wants to be part of the
recovery process.
""She's pretty special," he said.
""She's still hanging in there no
matter what happens."
But Kennedy still can't help
feeling bitter.
""PTSD hasn't allowed me to be
the human being I was supposed
to be. It hasn't allowed me to be
close to friends and family. It
hasn't allowed me to live a sober
or drug-free life. It hasn't allowed
me to sleep like normal people. It
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hasn't allowed me to have even
one peaceful day.
I see a helicopter^ I think
back. If I hear a gunshot, I think
back. Even if I see a rat, f think
back. I don^t know how to explain
it to people.'"
Kennedy has been in counsel
ing for more than a year, but even
now can't really open up to oth
ers. He still has a short temper and
can't hold a job, but he's trying to
rejoin a world that doesn't under
stand or want to help him.
Tom Taylor knows that road, IIIill
though his background is
different.
Taylor, also from Port Town-

send, is a Vietnam veteran. He was
drafted into the Army in February
1969, went to Vietnam in July
1969, and was wounded and dis
charged in March 1970.
^"1 was successful at whatever I
did," Taylor said. "In school, I was
president of my class, I was on the
honor roll, 1 was on the student
council, and I didn't have any
social problems.
"I graduated at the top of my
class out of basic training," he
continued.
graduated at the
top of my class out of advanced
infantry training. I was an expert
with a machine gun, I was an
expert with a rifle, and I was an
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expert with an automatic rifle.
"I went to Vietnam, and was
given a squad a month after I was
there. And I just . .
he hesitated, trying to make sense of it, “I
did the best I could."
After he was wounded, Taylor
had to deal with living the rest of
his life remembering how he had
lost his left arm somewhere in the
jungles of Vietnam.
It has taken nearly five years of
counseling for him to put his life
together, and now he believes he
has a reason to get out of bed
each day. But it hasn't always
been that way.
''You'll have nightmares that
take you to a certain point, then
drop you," he explained. "Mine
was being chased. It came to the
point where I was being pursued
constantly without a weapon. I
was just being run down to be
killed. Then I was being run down
and I could get to a weapon, but
couldn't do anything with it.
Finally, I got run down, i got a
weapon and I blew their shit
away. And I didn't have any more
nightmares."
Besides the rap groups and
individual counseling, Taylor said
he sees only one way to cure
delayed stress.
"When you send children (to
war) and subject them to this
trauma, you're going to continue
to have this problem," he said. To
deal with it, he said, soldiers have
to be reintegrated into society by
defusing their stress immediately
after they are taken out of
combat.
"When we send our children to
war, we're going to have to make
provisions when they come back.
(Vietnam veterans) didn't get the
support they needed. They were
just dropped off on their own to
survive again. They took us from a
survival situation and dropped us
into another survival situation
with a whole different set of
rules," Taylor said.
But for now, these veterans
must deal with it, years after the
actual fighting has stopped. Tay
lor said he believes most of the
fighting has stopped in his mind
now, too.
"I feel good about myself. I
have a good family relationship. 1
think that says it all."
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